
511 & First Cut: Yellow line:  Two poems by Goirick Brahmachari  

 

Poem #1 

 

First Cut : Yellow line 

 

1. A sea of skulls move in an uneven trance 

at odd intervals fucking time 

moving left, then right, right 

then left 

then right again. 

 

Hands on the handle 

hands on the steel rod 

weary faces, closed eyes, noses 

teeth, ears,  

fingers on books 

and gadgets. 

 

I morph into an editing software and edit time. 

As I ask the world to slow down, 

a paper slips from my hand  and       
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It floats, as I set the contrast, trim the brightness 

read the faces, note their marks, colour correct  

the elbow angles, necks  



and toes. 

 

But when the train reaches Rajiv Chowk, 

I rush into the frame to get down. 

 

2. 

Dreams are made of mundane summer mornings where 

a burning sun fucks you up and takes off your sleep as you step out 

high, on the road to office, tasting the carbon 

that burns your skin reminding you of burnt tongue and burnt polythene 

and dry paints that you collect from those damp walls 

on mornings like these when everyone has left for office. 

The road is fast, so fast that a fall now will surely tear you apart 

Now, there is a white beast and a fat one, 

A blue one, a red one too 

and then, there is this long, green giant  

skating, skiing, racing, over a black road that hangs 

on ten pillars, onto the sky and then, falling over 

like a video game you wanted to play but could not  

very well, years ago; and the liquid 

air outside bakes you, breaks you with its rage- 

seasons you with dust and torrid black smoke, 

questions you about your lack of rhyme, 

as you dehydrate in the memory 

of your first northern summer. 

 

 

Poem #2 

 

511 

Familiar strangers come together to share the thrill of returning 

home after office, together, every day, for years 

through the crowd and the rush of legs that can stampede your breath,  

and begs and shoes and leather and sweat on hair, 

on necks, holding on, now falling over:  

swaying, bending, elbowing, blocking your vision, 

quarreling and comparing, popping 

gods and politicians onto each other's mouth, 

chewing the bus and then the tickets  

until the checker catches you  



at Masjid Moth, as the bus sleepwalks  

from Dhaula Kuan to Badarpur. 

 

 


